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Introduction 

Art as Abstract Machine 

And the qllestion is still what it was then, how to view scholarship from the 
vantage point of the artist and art from the vantage of life. 

-hiedrich Nielzsche, The Birt!> ofTragedy. 

"Art as abstract machine" (ATP, 496/6 I 9). This book's tide is not a description 
but an imperative. Ir urges an action, an undertaking, a perpetual departure, for 
wherever we start, it remains to be done. A machine has to be constructed, and 
art as abstract machine will require an artist adeqllate to the task: a mechanic. 
Für each machine its mechanic: "The painting machine of an artist-mechanic."I 
We are already-as always-in the middle of things, a swirling cacophony of 
questions: A mechanic? A machine? Who? What? When? And given all that, 
what does this machine produce? And for what reasons? Bur these qllestions are 
the necessary conditions for any construction, for their answers will be the com
ponents of new machines that will themselves depart, to test out new directions. 
The abstract machine is nothing but this unfolding of complexity, a fractal en
gineering inseparable from life, a blooming of multiplicity. 

But let's step back from this complexity that will nevertheless remain the 
condition üf our investigation. We don't want to crash and burn, not yet. Let's 
try taking one qllestion at a time. If our tide is an imperative what does it bid 
llS do? To construct an abstract machine, obviollsly, bur how? And to risk an
other question, already, what does it do? (We will see how these questions, to 
immediately step into Deleuze and Guattari's vocabulary, will become indis
cernible.) Deleuze and Guattari give wh at seems a straightforward answer: "The 
diagrammatic ür abstract machine does not fllnction to represent, even some
thing real, but rather constructs areal that is yet to come, a new type of reality" 
(ATP, 142/177). Art as abstract machine's first principle: it is real and not a rep
resentation. Deleuze and Guattari, whether discllssing art, philosophy, or any
thing else, will not stop coming back to this first principle. 2 And as such, it 

1 



2 Art as Abstract Machine 

immediately implies another-its necessary compliment-that constructing an 
abstract machine is to construct construction itself. The abstract machine is the 
vital mechanism of a world always emerging anew, it is the mechanism of cre
ation operating at the level of the real. Here, a new world opens up, a living 
world in which nothing is given except creation. To open a world, to construct 
a new type of reality, this is the ontological foundation of the world--of this 

world and of all the others-on an abstract machine guiding its becoming. 
The abstract machine creates a new reality, constructs new ways ofbeing, 

but although inseparable from this innovation of existence, it has no being. The 

abstract machine is the entirely immanent condition of the new, and thereby re
ceives its Nietzschean definition: its being is becoming. For now we will unfold 
the implications of this ontology rather rapidly, any beginning must involve a 
certain reckless plunge ... The abstract machine doesn't represent anything be
cause nothing exists outside ofits action, it is wh at it does and its immanence is 
always active. In the middle of things the abstract machine is never an end, it's 
a means, a vector of creation. But despite the abstract machine having no form, 
it is inseparable from wh at happens: it is the "non-outside" living vitality of mat
ter. (But is it an inside? As we shall see the question marks a certain limit to an 
old and no longer useful topological vocabulary.) As a result, abstract machines 
are neither ideal identities nor categories of being, and remain entirely unaf
fected by any transcendent ambitions. 

But before we get into the intricacies of this technical philosophical ter
minology we should remind ourselves that we are speaking of practical mat
ters, of machines and their constructions. Building an abstract machine is 
more DlY than techno-science, and requires a bit of the mad professor. i 

Deleuze and Guattari, mad professors no doubt, adopt the language of lhe 
construction site, an earthy directness ref1ecting the pragmalism required by 
the job at hand. Machines eat and sleep, they remind us, they shit and fuck. 
(AO, 117) We are, no mistake, machines. "Everything is a machine" (AO, 
2/8). Our task-to be done with techno-paranoia-is to turn these machines 
creative, to liberate their parts in an explosion that remakes the world. The 
mechanic is, to use another of Deleuze and Guattari's colorful phrases, "the 
cosmic artisan: a homemade atomic bomb" (ATP, 345/426). "There is a nec
essary joy in creation," Deleuze says, "art is necessarily a liberation that ex
plodes everything."4 But the abstract machine is not an expression implying 
technophilia either, and is inseparable from a mechanics of the f1esh, an ex
ample of Deleuze and Guattari's avowed materialism: "The abstract machine 
is pure Matter-Function" (ATP, 1411176). The world is a plane of matter
force, a material process of experimenration connecting and disconnecting 
machines. On this plane abstract machines act as guidance mechanisms-
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"probe-heads" (tetes chercheuses, ATp, 190/2.32)-steering the world on its 
"creative flight" (ATP, 190/233). The abstract machine is therefore both vital 
and material, it exists, Deleuze and Guattari write, as the "life proper to mat
ter as such, a material vitalism that doubtless exists everywhere but is ordinar
ily hidden or covered, rendered unrecognizable, dissociated by the 
hylomorphic model" (ATP, 411/512). Hylomorphism is an operation that 
moulds matter into forms according to an ideal model, an operation by which 
the world appears as obedient and predictable representations. Once more, 
the abstract machine against representation. 

We have al ready sketched-at a speed that no doubt calls out far a suhse
quent slowness-the underlying structure of this book's diagram. First, not only 
the echo of Nietzsche in the abstract machine's against, but Deleuze and 

Guattari's mobilization of his ontology of becoming. Second, the necessity of 
Spinoza to any philosophy of immanence. Spinoza will be the permanent sig
nature of Delellze and Gllattari's immanent machinery, of its expression and 
construction. Third, a materialism inseparable from a vitalism; in other words, 

Bergson. These are the abstract co-ordinates of De!euze and Guattari's philo
sophical machine, and are mapped in the first three chapters of this book. These 
chapters layout the basic components ofDeiellze and Gllattari's ontology, while 
seeking to show how they work, how they must be put to work in consrructing 
an expression of the living materiality of the world, in constructing an abstract 
machine. Understanding this ontology will therefore confront us with the im
mediate necessity of understanding its appearance in and as life, an understand
ing inseparahle from an experience of the new realities that are forever being 
created. At this point it becomes obvious that the ontology of the abstract ma
chine implies an aesthetic, becallse its existence is indiscernible from its appear
ance in and as experience. 

Wh at then, to ask the question of aesthetics, are the conditions of this 
experience? This question calls to account another of De!euze and Guattari's 
philosophical interlocutors: Kant. Unlike Nietzsche, Spinoza and Bergson 
however, Kant is less a "fellow trave!ler" than an adversary, and the site of 

combat will be the aesthetic. For De!euze and Guattari aesthetics is not the 
determination of the objective conditions of any possible experience, nor does 
it determine the subjective conditions of an actual experience qua beautiful. 
Aesthetics instead involves the determination of real conditions that are no 
wider than the experience itself, that are, once more, indiscernible from this 

experience. Aesthetics then, is inseparable from ontology, because experience 
is, for De!euze and Guattari, irreducibly real. To construct an abstract ma
chine will mean constructing a new experience indissociable from a new real
ity. The sensible, like the thinkable, is nothing but the temparary conditions 
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from which an abstract machine depans, following Spinoza's "war cry" (the 
phrase is Deleuze's) "we don't even know what a body can do" (EPS, 
255/234). This introduces another of our constant concerns, how can we cre
ate a new body, a new sensibility adequate to a life of ontological innovation? 
An emerges here as a privileged site of corporeal experimentation. An as ab
stract machine gives a genetic definition of art, one that transforms both its 
ontological and aesthetic dimensions. "Everything changes once we deter
mine the conditions of real experience," Deleuze writes, "wh ich are not larger 
than the conditioned and which differ in kind from the categories: [Kant's] 
two senses of the aesthetic become one, to the point where the being of the 
sensible reveals itselfin the work of art, while at the same time the work of art 
appears as experimentation" (DR, 68/94). An abstract machine determines 
the real conditions of experience, conditions neither subjective nor objective 
ühey have become abstract), and that can only be experienced in the work of 
an (in a machine). A work entirely experimental, inasmuch as an is a perma
nent research on its own conditions, and is always constructing new ma
chines. Feedback loop. Ünce more, this will be an overarching concern of this 
book, to understand the necessary and active immanence of abstract and ac
tual, infinite and finite in the machine of an. The work of an understood in 
this way will give areal experience, an experience ofits real conditions, an ex
perience of and as its immanent abstract machine in the process of (re)con
structing reality. Which is to say-or what can be said before we say 
everything else-art is an experience ofbecoming, an experiential body ofbe
coming, an experimentation producing new realities. The implications are 
obvious: there is neither an ontology of art nor an aesthetics of an, each in its 
own realm of competency, each with its own all too serious professors. There 
are anists constructing abstract machines, mechanics engaged in the prag
matic practice of onto-aesthetics. Cosmic artisans everywhere setting off their 

atom bombs. 
Üur diagram has already grown quite complex. The co-implication of on

tology and aesthetics in art as abstract machine-the onto-aesthetics of art-in
volves aredefinition of experience by which its objective and subjective 
conditions are dissolved in the real, the reality of the world as it becomes noth
ing else than itself. Art in these terms is an autogenesis expressing the world (its 

real conditions) by constructing experience (its real experience). And wh at is 
this experience? A simple question that it will take a whole book (and no doubt 
not just this one) to answer. An is, before all else, and as Deleuze and Guattari 
put it, asensation. Asensation ofthis work, but this work, this sensation, it does 
nothing ifit does not restore us to our constitutive infinity by creating the world 
anew. Deleuze and Guattari's understanding of art as sensation will set off from 
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Nietzsche's statement serving as the epitaph above, to view scholarship from the 
vantage of art-it means our investigations only begin when we start to create
and art from the vantage oflife-meaning our creations must become alive. Art 
will be nothing (at least not for us) if it is not this ongoing expression of life in 
the construction of living machines. 

Expression and construcrion are the doubled dimensions of art as abstract 
machine. The abstract machine expresses the aurogenetic and infinite processu
ality of its real conditions (the infinite, a cosmic world), which appear as the 
construction of this reality, this art-work. Bur, once more, doubled, the abstract 
machine expresses the infinite, but also constructs it, right here right now: "The 
fleld ofimmanence or plane of consistency must be constructed." Deleuze and 
Guattari write: "Ir is constructed piece by piece, and the places, conditions, and 
techniques are irreducible to one another. The question, rather, is whether the 
pieces fit together, and at what price. Inevitably there will be monstrous cross
breeds" (ATP, 157/195). To express an infinite world in constructing a finite art
work, to make art in other words, is a process by wh ich the becoming of the 
world is expressed in a construction which works upon its own conditions, 
wh ich operates at the level of its constitutive mechanism. Any construction of 

art then, any sensation, emerges through an abstract machine to express an in
finite plane by way of an actual becoming whose very specitlcity and precision 
involves or infolds a change in its real conditions. The world is this genetic plane 
of immanence, a Bergsonian multiplicity, which in being expressed in a finite 
construction, an art-work, asensation, changes in nature. At this point it is not 
a question of distinguishing expression and construction as two dimensions or 
moments of sensation, because they have become indiscernible on the single 
multiplied plane of onto-aesthetics. All that remains is to afflrm their identity, 
construction=expression. 5 

This affirmation will be another theme of rhis book, echoing in its differ
ent rerminologies. Ir appears as Nietzsche's interpretation and evaluation of will 
to power, as Spinoza's affects of joy and beatitude in God/Nature, as the actual 
and the virtual dimensions of duration in a Bergsonian cinema, as traits of con
tent and expression in the abstract machine, and flnally as the affect and the per
cept in sensation itself In all these cases it is the affirmation of becoming that 
purs immanence to work in a feedback loop of construction and expression, 
making becoming the being of a work of an that, as Deleuze and Guattari put 
it, "wants to create the t1nite that restores the infinite" (WP, 197/186). 

We could weil ask, as some already have, whether Deleuze and Guattari 
are offering us a modern version of Romanticism here, whether onto-aesthetics 
is simply art expressing nature. Certainly Deleuze and Guattari pass through 
Romanticism, and although they find a stopping place in the inhuman rupture 
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of the sublime-a rupture and rapture-they do so only by changing its 
Nature. A change that rejects the sublime's Kantian conditions, removing an 
from any romantic analogy with the divine, and placing it back among the an
imals. All this will be developed later of course, but I mention it here as the first 
qualification of what is the necessary correlate of the construction=expression 
equation, an "atheistic mysticism." This is a phrase employed by Deleuze to de
scribe Spinoza's philosophy of immanence, and is the only way to understand 
Deleuze and Guattari's ironic deification of Spinoza as the "Christ of philoso
phers" (WP, 60/59). Spinoza is the philosopher who thought the "best" plane 
of immanence, the "best" God, because thtough the attributes the plane's 
(God/Nature) expression in the joy of affectual assemblages is nothing but the 
ongoing construction of an infinite and divine here and now: God yes, but Deus 
sive natura. Spinoza's revolutionary formula introduces an atheist God to phi
losophy-an atheism inseparable from a true philosophy of immanence-be
cause reason is the way to express God/Nature constructing i tsel f, and 
immanence achieves nothing without this identity of expression and construc
tion. To put it simply, Spinoza overcomes transcendence because, as Deleuze 
puts it, "expression is not simply manifestation, but is also the constitution of 
God hirnself Life, that is, expressivity, is carried into the absolute" (EPS, 
80-1170). 

This strange atheism that in Spinoza never stops speaking of God, and in 
Deleuze and Guattari never stops seeking to become adequate to becoming it
self, will be the consistent aim of a practical philosophy. Philosophy, like an, is a 
construction site, a workshop producing abstract machines with cosmic ambi
tion. Deleuze and Guattari are continually coming back to this mystical prac
tice, the production of wh at Michel de Ceneau has called, "the infinity of a local 
singularity."G From the Nietzschean simulacrum as the superior form of every
thing that is to the seed/universe of the cinematic crystal image, from the visions 
of cinema's seer to Bacon's BwO, from Goethe's differential color theory to 
Leibniz's imperceptible waves infolding perception in the ocean of experience, 
Deleuze and Guattari describe the athcistic mysticism of a philosophy ofimma
nence, the construction and expression by an abstract machine of a "local ab
solute" (ATP, 382/474). This vision of a mystical Deleuze and Guattari is, I am 

weil aware, regarded with suspicion by many commentators? Nevertheless, 
with the important addition of its atheist condition, this seems to me the best 
way to approach the profusion of mystical formulations in Deleuze and 

Guattari's work, and their consistent attempts to find our real conditions on a 
cosmic plane of production. 

Mystical atheism is the real condition ofDeleuze and Guattari's pragmatic 
philosophy. Mysticism is the experience of immanence, of the construction/ex-
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pression of the at once infinite and finite material plane on which everything 
happens. Thus, mysticism as an experience ofimmanence is necessarily atheist, 
because it cannot involve transcendence of any kind (where to?). Atheist mysti
cism replaces transcendence with construction/expression, first of all as a con
struction of the body-atheism against asceticism. Mysticism is a physical 
practice: how do you make yourself a body without organs? Furthermore, mys
ticism is a creative process that, whether in the realm of philosophy, an, or 
somewhere else, is inseparablc from affirmation. Deleuze and Guattari identifY 
the same philosophers as philosophers of affirmation as they did the philoso
phers of immanence, the holy trinity: Nietzsche, Spinoza, and Bergson. It's no 
accident of course, as in each case it is by affirming the immanence of a funda
mentally creative life that the joy proper to mysticism will explode on its lines 
of flight, all the way to infinity. Deleuze reads Nietzsche's affirmation of will to 
power, the affirmation of affirmation as he puts it, as the practical mechanism 
of overcoming, the door through which we eternally return. Similarly, it is the 
Spinozian affect of joy that constructs the rhizomatic compositions of power 
constituting the ever increasing All, and culminating in the mystical affect of 
beatitude, the love by wh ich God/Nature loves itself. In Bergson Deleuze finds 
in the intuition of the elan vital, an intuition Bergson associates with artists and 
mystics, an affirmation capable of entering into the creative process itself. "If 
man accedes to the open creative totality," Deleuze writes of Bergson, "it is 
therefore by acting, by creating rather than by contemplating" (B, 11 ]/118). 
Deleuze suggests as a slogan, and it's a joke, but perhaps only half a joke, "lt's all 
good, bur really. "8 

Affirmation is the mechanism ofimmanence, the means by which to con
struct a joyfUl expression. No doubt Deleuze's affirmation of affirmation also 
has a serious philosophical function as the antidote to that other notable philo
sophical double-banger, the negation of negation (just as overcoming in this 
context is the overcoming of Aufhebung). Bur it is also the guiding thread of 
Deleuze and Guattari's work in a practical sense, for they very rarely discuss art
wor!<, at least, which they do nor like. (And in a wider sense rhis would be the 
rational behind Deleuze's refusal to specifically deal with the philosophy of 
Hege\.) Bur behind this seemingly banal observation lies an important new el
ement to Deleuze and Guattari's abstract machine, and rhat is its ethical dimen
sion. Affirmation is an ethical choice, a choice for the creative energies of life, 
first of all our own. This will be an ethics that will immediately appear in our 
first chapter on Nietzsche, where affirmation returns will ro power eternally, a 

return that will be our own overcoming. Here affirmation takes on a crirical 
function, because a true affirmation of immancnce will involve the destruction 
of nihilism, of all the resentful negations defining the human, all too human. As 
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Nietzsehe said, and it is a slogan that will accompany us through the course of 
this book: 110 creation without destruction. A motto for the artist first of all. 
Affirmation, and the mystical onto-aesthetics it enables, is nothing if not criti
cal. It is, in fact, the creative process of critique, and involves violence and cru
elty, and their correlate: pain. Just like nature. Any creation worth its name will 
therefore encompass the destructions necessary to set it free, an explosion that 
destroys negation and propels its liberated matter into the new. Affirmation is 
therefore like a leap of faith, a leap into the chaos of the world in order to bring 
something back, in order to construct something that expresses life beyond its 
sad negation. And how could it be anything else? Because from our subjective 
perspective, from within its narrow and blinkered vision, the life of matrer, the 
cosmic inflnity of our here and now is what cannot be experienced or thought, 
at least not without some recourse to mollifYing images of a transcendent be
yond. This unthought of thought, the insensible in sensation, this is the impos
sible aim of Deleuze and Guattari's project. Not, once more, to transcend the 
world, but to discover it as it is, to create a thought, asensation, a life that par
ticipates in the world's joyful birth ofitself: a dancing star. This, Deleuze writes, 
"is the impossible which can only be restored within a faith. [ ... ] Only belief 
in the world can reconnect man to what he sees and hears" (C2, 172/223). 

To reconnect man to wh at he sees and hears, this is nothing less than the 
project of art. A critical project for sure, because art has been overcoded with so 
many merely human ambitions, so many representational limitations. Let us 
not forget: "No an and no sensation have ever been representational" (WP, 
193/182). First, we need a machine to dear the canvas (or the screen, the page, 
the compact disc) of all the diches which prevent a creation. Second, we need 
an affirmation that is strong enough to actually create something, because a con
stant risk of destruction is that nothing new will emerge from it. Nothing is sad
der than a void, nothing so ugly as a bIack hole. And art can just as easily be 
these things, a soporific or worse, a poison. Art as abstract machine therefore in
volves an ethical choice, a selection and conjugation of those matter-flows 
which are in the process of escaping from themselves, it must affirm only wh at 
is the most deterritorialised. An must be critical enough to diven its contents 
and expressions back to the plane of consistency, to achieve an absolute deterri
torialisation. But then, something must happen, something must emerge, the 
creative life of this plane must be expressed in asensation. And sensations must 
be created, as any artist knows, for the machine to work. 

In this way the abstract machine operates at the interstice between finite 
and infinite, it deterritorialises the concrete world, breaking matter out of its 
overcoded forms, to put it back into contact with its vitality, with its living flows, 
its inhuman and inorganic nature. This is art's infinite material dimension, and 
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here, absolutely deterritorialised, the machine begins to work, "flush with the 
real" as Deleuze and Guattari put it, constructing flows of matter-force into ex
pressive sensations. This is the bacchanaal of art, immersed in the real, affirming 
its own creative ecstacies. Deleuze is a laughing Dionysus: "Yes, the essence of art 
is a kind ofjoy," he affirms, "and this is the very point of art."') 

Here art will become a politics oflived experience, arealm of experimen
tation that opens li fe up to alternative modes ofbeing, affirming new realities, 
new communities, and new methods of self-organisation. Art becomes a kind 
of bio-politics, an experimentation with life as it is lived, a contestation in the 
realm ofexperience with everything that seeks to prevent us from affirming our 
power of composition. Art is a mechanism to increase our power, to liberate 
ourselves from the limits of representation (and the political operation of these 
limits is a constant subtext ofDeleuze and Guattari's discussion). Art is the free
dom to experiment on our conditions of existence, and is the ethical condition 
of any revolution. Art as ethics, and as bio-politics, serves to emphasise the fact 
that art is always concerned with very practical problems. In this sense Deleuze 
and Guattari ofter a philosophy ofart-work, and it only begins-for real-when 
we put it to work for and against ourselves. 

Finally we have arrived at wh at has no doubt been a puzzling absence to 
this introduction. Art, I mean art as it is normally understood, pictures and 
things. üf course it was never absent, because the path so far taken was neces
sary in order to open the question of what art means für Deleuze and Guattari, 
ontologically, aesthetically and ethically. Ir is the question to which this book 
will try to provide some answers. But nevertheless, and following Deleuze and 
Guattari, much of this book will talk very specifically abour art, abmtt artists, 
their work, and about how art works. Each chapter-with the exception of the 
second on Spinoza, where the introduction of art examples to a discussion of a 
thinker who barely mentions art at all seems a little far-fetched-contains a 
more or less lengthy discussion of an art-work, an artist's work, or an art move
ment. In each case the general philosophical argument of the chapter is taken 
up in an example appropriate to it: Andy Warhol's "Death and Disaster" series 
in relation to the Nietzschean simulacrum (Chapter Üne); cinema in terms of 
Bergson's onrology of time (Chapter Three); Venetian Renaissance painting as 
an abstract machine (Chapter Four); Jackson Pollock's "middle" period as a di

agram for Abstraction opposed to his American modernist champions (Chapter 
Four); the readymades of Marcel Duchamp as machines of chaosmosis 
(Chapter Five); and the work of Francis Bacon (Chapter Six). In each case the 
aim is to show how it is meaningless to isolate Deleuze and Guattari's discus
sions of art from their wider philosophical concerns, and further that their dis
cussion of art can only be fully understood within this wider context. This is to 
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say that Deleuze and Guattari offer us an onto-aesthetics, but more imponantly 
it is to show it in action, to get dose to the explosions it ignites, its destruction 
of inherited opinions about aesthetics and an, and the joyful affirmations it of
fers in their pI ace. 

This is finally simply to follow what I have outlined above, a Deleuzeo
Guattarian practice, a practice in which life is both expressed and constructed, 
and by wh ich an restores the finite to its infinite dimension. It means that in 
attempting to understand an as abstract machine we will have to understand 
its onto-aestherics, its mystical and yet utterly actual processes of creation. 
This, as Guattari pur it, will be our, and an's "dan ce of chaos and complexity" 
(Chaos, 88/123). 



Chapter One 

The Artist-Philosopher: Deleuze, 
Nietzsehe, and the Critical Art of 
Affirmation 

The notioll of a "beyond" is the death oflife. 
-fricdrich Nietzsehe, The Antichrist. 

It is not without profound sorrow that one admits to oneself that in their 
highest flights the artists of a11 ages have raised to heavenly transfigura
tion preciscly those conceptions which we now recognise as false: theyare 
the glorifiers of the rcligious and philosophical errors of mankind. 

~-Nietzsche, Human, All 700 Human. 

Our religion, ll10rality alld philosophy are decadent forll1s of man. The 
countermovement: art. 

-Nictzsehe, Will to Power. 

NIETZSCHE, DELEUZE AND THE NEW 

Deleuze's reading of Nietzsche is in the spirit of Zarathustra's words to his dis
ciples: "One repays a teacher badly if one always remains nothing but a pupil."l 
Nietzsche does not want followers, he wants those capable of creating some
thing new. He wants to produce, in other words, artists. Deleuze's reading of 

Nietzsehe is therefore artistic; in the spirit of Nietzsehe he creates a new 
Nietzsehe. This practice of creative interpretation affirms an important element 
of Nietzsche's aesthetics, that art is not representational, but is an experimental 
process by wh ich the form of representation is overcome, and through which 
something new emerges. The emergence of the new is, for Nietzsehe as for 
Deleuze, nothing less than the movement of life, the genetic process oflife ex
pressing itself Consequently, Nietzsche's aesthetic is inseparable from the ontol
ogy that animates it. The creative movement of life is "entirely different," 
Deleuze writes, "from the imaginary movement of representation or the abstract 

11 
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movement of concepts that habitually takes place among words and within the 
mind of the reader. Something leaps up from the book [or art work] and enters 
a region completely exterior to it. And this, I believe, is the warrant for legiti
mately misunderstanding the whole ofNietzsche's work."2 

Misunderstanding before representation! This cry sounds strange to 
philosophical ears, although perhaps not so strange to artistic ones. Creative 
misunderstanding (what, as we shall see, Nietzsche calls affirmation) overcomes 
the old to produce something new, a creative process inseparable from art and 
an art inseparable from life. This onto-aesthetic ecology inspires Nietzsche to in
troduce another odd conjunction as its agent: the 'artist-philosopher" 
(Nietzsche's emphasis). Artist-philosophers practice a creative life, a practice
common to thought and the plastic arts-by which they "survey all the 
strengths and weaknesses of their nature and then fit them into an artistic plan 
until every one of them appears as art."3 Art, embodied by the artist-philoso
pher, is first of all a process of self-creation, an ethical and ontological practice 
as mllch as an aesthetic one. This, Nietzsche claims, is a "Higher concept of art"4 
that no longer simply describes an object, nor a subjective process, but the 
mechanism by which the creativity of life, the "will to power" as Nietzsche calls 
it, is expressed in a life. 

The problem for the artist-philosopher-the same problem for art and for 
philosophy-is how to express the will to power despite the forces of a human, 
all too human culrure that seeks to deny it? How, in other words, is it possible 
to live as the affirmation of will to power, or, more simply, how can life create 
art? The answer is found in Deleuze's reading ofNietzsche's method of critique. 
Critique is a "higher concept of an," a vital practice of evaluation and selection 
through which life is returned to us in a radically revalued art-work, what we 
shall see Deleuze calI a "simulacrum." The simulacrum is produced by critique 
as an expression of will to power, and will to power lives as this expression. 

CRITIQUE 

Will to power is an ontological energy, the living power of everything; it is, 
Nietzsche writes, "the unexhausted procreative will of life" (Z, "Of Self
Overcoming"). This living will seeks to increase its power, to grow, and doing 
so means overcoming whatever resists it. "Every living thing,' Nietzsche 
claims, "does everything it can not to preserve itself but to become more" 
(Wtp, 688). The will to power is therefore essentially creative, but this creation 
involves the necessary destruction of whatever seeks to oppose and negate it. 
To create means to become more powerful and requires an affirmation of will 
to power, but, and it's sadly obvious, most people are not creative and prefer 
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to protect their banality by denying will to power's violent vitality. Will to 
power, Nietzsehe argues, is embodied along these two trajectories of expres
sion: "Every individual may be regarded as representing the ascending or de
scending line of life. When one has decided which, one has thereby 
established a canon for the value of his egoism."5 The point is two-fold. 
H umans gain or lose power, ascend or descend depending on whether they 
live an affirmative or negative life. Bur these values are neither pre-given nor 
fixed, and are themselves the product of an evaluation ("when one has decided 
... ") by which will to power is expressed in and as our life. This "notion of 
value," Oeleuze argues, "implies" a "critical reversal" (NI~ 1/1). Our values are 
no longer derived from pre-existing transcendent truths and morailaws, but 
are instead created by our own evaluations, our own affirmations and nega
tions of will to power. This leads to another reversal: for Nietzsehe the prob
lem of critique is no longer to criticise given values, but is to cteate them (NI~ 

1/1). Critique is the art of creating values as the direct expressions or "symp
toms" of will to power. 

"Critical philosophy," Oeleuze writes, "has two inseparable moments: the 
referencing back of all things and any kind of origin to values, bur also the ref
erencing back of these values to something which is, as it were, their origin and 
determines their values" (NP, 2/2). The first moment is "interpretation," wh ich 
establishes the "meaning" of things according to whether they have an active or 
reactive value, according to whether the forces they embody overcome their lim
its to become something new, or react against this power to confirm things 
within their limits. Interpretation analyses things as symptoms oHorce, and re
quires, as Nietzsehe famously puts it, a physician of culture. Force, Nietzsehe 
writes, "requires first a physiological investigation and interpretation, rather than 
a psychological one; and every one of them needs a critique on the part of med
ical science."6 We will examine this physiological aspect of interpretation a lit
de later, but staying with medical metaphors we can say that interpretation, by 
producing a thing's value, is a creative "symptomatology," and as such, Oeleuze 
writes, "is always a question of art."7 

Interpretation however, is inseparable from the second moment of cri
tique, for a forces value only emerges through an evaluation that creates it. This 
second moment is a "re-valuation of value" that makes of the individual's inter
pretation of forces an affirmation or negation of the will to power. Evaluation is 
therefore pre-individual, and expresses will to power in "perspectives of ap
praisal," (NP, 1 / 1) perspectives which reveal the individual as a resentful human 
negating will to power, or as the human overcome, an Übermensch whose val
ues are alive with joy. This is the extraordinary value of the artist-philosopher; 
their evaluative perspective-the value of their values-is affirmative. 
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Affirmation is the Nietzschean condition for the creation of an, and affirmative 
evaluation deflnes the perspective of the artist-philosopher, who creates (that is 
interprets) active things or forces. This is a new critical an wh ich encompasses 
both an affirmative process and the active things it creates. Art is procreative for 
Nietzsche, it is a critical practice by which things increase their power, by which 
things become new, and as such is indiscernible from life. "Art and nothing but 
art!" he writes, "Ir is the great means of making life possible, the great seduction 
to life, the great stimulant of life" (WtP, 853, ii). We have quickly reached the 
necessary immanence of ontology and aesthetics in Nietzsche's philosophy of 
an, for, as Deleuze puts it, "Nietzsche demands an aesthetics of creation" (NP, 
102/116). 

For Deleuze, as for Nietzsche, the ascending line of critique embodies an 
"artistic will," because its creative power is "always opening new 'possibilities'" 
(C2, 141/185).8 On the descending line however, there is a completely differ
ent method of evaluation. Here "ressentiment itself becomes creative and gives 
binh to values" (GM, I, 10). This resentful creation, Nietzsche writes, is "the 
other origin of the 'good,' of the good as conceived by the man of ressentiment" 
(GM, I, 13). These resentful men and women interpret the strength required to 
overcome as evil, so that they, the weak and overcome, will appear good. Thus 
their evaluation negates the creative energy of will to power, and establishes a 
truth and moral system that transcends and judges the life of will to power. 
Nietzsche pours scorn on all such evaluations, based as ehey are on "the belief 
that the strong man is free to be weak and the bird of prey to be a lamb-for thus 
they make the bird of prey accountable for being a bird of prey" (GM, I, 13). 
This morality of good and evil requires the fallacy of understanding physiolog
ical strength according to a psychological cause. The man of ressentiment imag
ines that the eagle chooses to kill the lamb, when in fact that is its function and 
necessity, its strength and active force.'! In judging the eagle to be evil the sweet 

linIe lambs justif}r the "goodness" of their own impotent negations of will to 
power. These moral judgements are symptoms of an evaluation based on differ

ent ontological assumptions to those of the artist-philosopher. The ontology of 
sheep, of the "herd" as Nietzsche calls them, projecrs "ascetic ideals" to justif}r 
their moral judgements, ascetic because they are removed from life and arrrib
uted to a transcendent God, a divine "beyond." This moralistic and mortified 

metaphysics justifles the ressentiment of the herd by privileging the negation of 
will to power over its active strength. Here it is not will to power that lives, but 
God. 

Nietzsche assumes an immanent will to power as the genetic condition of 
life, but its ascending and descending lines of valuation give different ontologi
cal expressions ofits vitality. Depending on the perspective, evaluation produces 
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values (interpretations) that either affirm or deny life. To negate will to power 
means to deny life and results in nihilism, whereas to affirm is to create, and so 
participate in life's vital becoming. Whichever way we look at it, there is no extra 
dimension in which our evaluations and aetions are judged. We are what we do, 
and we get the life-and the art-we deserve depending on our perspeetive. 
Nietzsche explains it this way, "popular morality," he writes, "separates strength 
from expressions of strength, as if there was a neutral substratum behind the 
strong man, which was ftee to express strength or not to do so. But there is no 
such substratum; there is no "being" behind doing, effectuating, becoming; the 
"doer" is merely a fiction added to the deed-the deed is everything" (GM, l, 
13). The strong man or woman, the artist-philosopher, is defined by their act, 
an action that overcomes human nihilism and the delicate ego it seeks to pro
teet, just as it overcomes the herd's resentflil morality. Man overcome, or the 
Overman, is no longer made in God's image, for God-the ultimate nihilist
is dead, and with him the morallaws that judge man's actions from "beyond." 
The art of critique frees life from its divine judgement, from its human limita
tions and moral determinations, and affirms (rhat is embodies) the will to power 
as creative life. As a result, art must be critical because it is only through the cri
tique of man and his values that something new and truly beautiful can be cre
ated. No creation without destruction, as Nietzsche put it, "whoever must be a 
creator in good and evil, verily, he must first be an annihilator and break values. 
Thus the highest evil belongs to the highest goodness: but this is creative" (Z, 
"Of Self-Overcoming"). Neither Nietzsche nor Deleuze can be understood 
apart from this fundamental aggression. 10 

The artist-philosopher, and the art he or she creates, affirms will to power 
in the face of everything-God, man, culture, morality-that tries to negate it. 
This is the difficult critical affirmation by which ascetic ideals, as the determin
ing truths the "good" man represents, are destroyed and an active "perspective" 
of will to power emerges. To understand how, we must enter further into 
Deleuze's reading of the Nietzschean world of force. The universe, Deleuze ar
gues, is made up of forces. But a force exists only through its difference to other 
forces, these forces themselves existing through differences, their ramiIJing re
lations encompassing, at their limit, everything. A force's quality (the object it 
constitutes) therefore appears as active 01' reactive, noble or base, good or bad, 
according to the quantitative differences between the forces that col1stitute it. 
"Forces," Deleuze writes, "express their difference in quantity by the quality 
which is due to them" (NP, 53/(0). It is interpretation that fixes a force's qual

ity, and so gives meaning to an event, but it is the evaluative perspective of will 
to power that has first put the forces into contact and established their quanti
tative relation. As Deleuze puts it: "The relation of force to force is called 
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'wilL"'!! In critique "force is what can, [andl will to power is what wills" (NP, 

50/57). Force and will (the qualities and quantities of interpretation and evalu
ation) are therefore inseparable, the interpretation of forces expressing the will 
to powers "Auent. primordial and seminal qualitative elements" (NP, 53/60) of 
affirmation or negation. But a quality is never fixed once and for all, because a 
force's constitutive quantitative relation is rising and falling as it overcomes 
other forces, or is overcome. In other words, a force is a quantitative becoming 
before it is a quality, a (human) being or a fact. Differential relations of force 
embody ascending or descending lines of evaluation (affirmation and negation), 
becomings active or reactive, and these give rise to interpretations of qualities 
and their accompanying actions or reactions. The rise and fall of will to power, 
its becoming, therefore develops through the linked operations ofinterpretation 
and evaluation in critique. Critique is either "artistic" in affirming the differen
tial becoming of forces as will to power, and produces something new, or it 
negates a force's becoming, giving it an identity, a being, in order to "arrive at a 
sembIance of affirmation,"! 2 in mans nihilist affirmarions of a moral truth. As 
Deleuze rather dramatically puts it, reversing the Christi an trajectories 
Nietzsche attacks: "Affirmation takes us into the glorious world of Dionysus, 
the being ofbecoming and negation huris us down into the disquieting depths 
from which reactive forces emerge"(NP, 54/61). 

PERSPECTIVES 

The will to power appears as a force's quality because appearance (quality) nec
essarily implies an interpretation of a quantity of force as active or reactive, and 
this interpretation in turn requires an evaluation-the affirmation or nega
tion-of and by will to power. Each quality therefore embodies a perspective, 
an affirmation or negation of will to power that encompasses the differential in

finity that makes it up. In this way interpretations are perspectives constituting 

the processes oflife. Critique is therefore the expression of will to power, and life 
is nothing if not critical. Consequently, we cannot interpret by comparing 
forces to outside (transcendental, moral) criteria, and critique cannot give a 
judgment that stands as a "true fact." Interpretation cannot be conceptually dis
tinguished from the becoming that gives it value, for the evaluation it embod

ies, as the becoming active or reactive of will to power, is its real and immanent 
condition. Will to power is what constructs meaning and value, at the same 
time as meaning and value express its 'seminal elements.']) This has radical epis

temological consequences, for the world as will to power is the permanent be
coming of ideas as much as things. Knowledge, as Nietzsche put it, is 
"Interpretation, the introduction of meaning-not 'explanation' ... There are 
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no facts" (WtP' 604). An understanding of the world is always a question of cre
ative interpretation and the evaluation it implies. For Nietzsche, as Deleuze puts 
it, "creation takes the place ofknowledge itself (NP, 1731199).11J 

Critique is the creation of knowledge and things through the interpreta
tion of qualities, according to an evaluation of and by will to power. Evaluation 
is in this sense a mode ofbeing, and the ontological ground of those who inter
pret. "This is why," Deleuze argues, "we always have the beliefs, feelings and 
thoughts we deserve given our way of being or our style of life" (NP, 1/2).1) 

Critique is the production of our feelings and thoughts (interpretation) accord
ing to their immanent will to power, the mode of existence they embody (eval
uation). As a result, Deleuze teils us: "fundamentally it is always a question 
'What is itfor me?'" (NP, 77/87). The answer to this question will embody a per
spective; at once the value of my life and an expression of the will to power. As 
Deleuze writes: "Willing is the crirical and genetic instance of all our actions, 
feelings and thoughts. The method is as folIows: relating a concept to the will 
to power [interpretation] in order to make it the symptom of a will [evaluation] 
without wh ich it could not even be thought (nor the feeling experienced, nor 
the action undertaken)" (NP, 78/89). An evaluative perspective is produced by 
and as will to power, and is expressed in interpretations. This means li fe qua will 
to power, is inseparable from a life that lives it. 

The critical question in regard to the art-work is therefore not "wh at is it?" 
nor "what does it mean?" but "what is it for me?" Obviously, art always awaits 
its critique, indeed it requires it, because critique poses the ethical-ontological 
problem of who is able to affirm, before it answers questiüns as to meaning or 
value. The question posed by the art-work ('what is it for me?') is nothing but 
the question of who is able to be an artist-philosopher. In asking "what is it?" we 
assume a metaphysics of essence and truth and an object that represents them. 
The question "what is it für me?" however, asks "what are the forces which takes 
hold of a given thing, what is the will that possesses it? Wh ich one is expressed, 
manifested and even hidden in it?" (NP, 76-7/87). The question "what is it for 
me?" therefore implies another, about what this "me" iso Ir implies a critique of 

any assumed subjective unity, as does any "thing" or object. In this way critique 
detaches experience from the subject/object relation as much as from subjects 
and objects as categories of thought. As Nietzsche puts it: "The origin of'things' 
is wholly the work of that which imagines, thinks, wills, feels. The concept 
'thing' itself just as much as all its qualities. Even 'the subject' is such a created 

entity, a 'thing' like all others: a simplification with the object of defining the 
force which posits, invents, thinks, as distinct from all individual positing, in
venting, thinking as such" (Wtp, 556). In other words, "subject" and "object" 
are interpretations that attempt to detach a thought from thinking as a force, 


